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Architectural Drawing by hand is a fading art. In the age of computers and CAD, almost all
architectural schools teach only CAD. As a professor of the American University of Mayonic Science
and Technology, ([...]) teaching building architecture of Sthapatya Veda an Vastu Science and
Vaastu Science and Technology to architects, interior designers, and lay persons, I require my
students to hand draw during their first design classes. This book has been one of several that are a
saving grace because so few books still focus on hand drawing.The author has put forth simple,
straightforward instructions and examples that will help anyone involved in learning architectural or
interior design drawing. It is a required text for my classes.

This book is a good buy for the money. It was mentioned above that the drawings were a bit rough
and unprofessional. You need to understand the difference between Architectural Drafting (drawing)
and Mechanical drafting. This is not a book on mechanical drafting.... It is a book to teach the basics
of sketching an Architectural draft. This it does quite well. This is how an Architect drafts, on
preliminary plans. Later comes the polished professional presentation plan, that's another book at a
much steeper price.

I am using this book for a class I am teaching at a College Level, and I would love to have it as a

part of our cirrculum, It has everything that students need to learn about how to hand draft
architecturally. Marica Gray did a great job with this book and should make many more,,,BRAVO

He loves to draw, now since I've introduced him to the architectural world, he is always asking me to
purchase these types of books. They keep him so engaged. He some times would rather be reading
and practicing in these books than watching tv or outside.

the book itself isn't bad. it is spiral bound and thinner than i thought it would be, but it did cover the
basics of manual drafting and the exercises on line weights would be helpful to someone just
starting out. i purchased it for my architectural detailing class hoping it would be a refresher and
indeed it was.

Great as a reference for beginners. I recommend this forhigh school students but could be used for
community colleges also.
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